
My Favorite Art in the Park!
Take a walk around Benson Sculpture Garden. As you come to a piece that you really like, 
put a number in a heart and place it on the map where the sculpture is located. Then, fill out 
the box below for each piece you mark on the map. Younger children, talk to your parents 
about why you like that art and place a small sticker on the map where it is located.

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________
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Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Sculpture Title __________________
_______________________________
Artist __________________________
Why do you like it? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________
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Don’t forget to mark 
these sculptures with 

hearts on the map on the 
next page!



A Map for
______________________________

Favorite Sculptures
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Put hearts on the map 
where your favorite 

sculptures are located

write your name here



Was there anything that your favorite sculptures all had in common?

_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

What were your favorite sculptures made of? 

              marble     

             bronze    

             metal

             stone    

             other

Let’s Think About our Favorite Art

Draw your favorite sculpture!


